
 

Computer Science 

 Rationale 

Computer Science will allow you to develop a broad skillset in computer systems design to include 

hardware skills, programming skills and the underlying mathematical skills which will be applicable in 

a range of settings in the commercial, creative, research and recreational sectors.   Studying this 

subject will also encourage you to develop the personal aptitudes required to solve, often difficult, 

tractable problems and allow you to consider the ethical implications to which such powerful 

technologies should be applied. 

 Year 9 

In Year 9 the focus of the subject is to develop core programming skills using sequencing, selection 

and iteration in order to develop and code solutions to relatively simple algorithms. In doing this 

students will begin develop the personal aptitudes required to visualise and implement coded 

solutions and the wider skills required to expect and deal with inevitable errors. 

Students will also study the broader theory of computing looking at the hardware, software and 

organisational requirements needed in order to make such systems work.  They will begin to put 

these ideas into wider legal, ethical and environmental frameworks. 

 Year 10 

The focus of Year 10 is to develop personal coding skills to include wider coding and data structures 

and to use these in order to solve complex multi stage problems requiring the efficient use of 

programming techniques. Students should now consider both the functional and usability aspects of 

their code and ensure suitable testing takes place and is planned for. This should go beyond 

debugging. 

Students study the wider aspects of computing theory in order to develop an understanding of the 

complexity of systems to include a detailed knowledge of both computer systems and data 

representation and the mathematical and organisational structures that underlie these technologies.  

Students will need to produce a solution to a long programming task, demonstrating an organised 

and creative approach to problem solving. 

 Year 11 

Students apply and justify their use of coding and data structures in a wide range of contexts, 

including contexts not previously encountered. They will need to demonstrate a flexible and 

innovative approach to problem solving.  

Students are required to develop a detailed knowledge of the legal, ethical and environmental 

implications of these technologies and are expected to be able to apply this knowledge in ways that 

ensure systems and technologies are used ethically and safely.  They need to articulate and justify 

working practices and decisions taken with regard to this. 

 Year 12 

Students need to develop a strong understanding of the full range of programming paradigms, data 

structures and representations, the underlying mathematical concepts and algorithms that support 

these.  They should now be able to articulate and justify how this theoretical knowledge underpins 

the working of a wide range of computer systems and how it allows complex hardware and software 

technologies to work together to achieve common purposes.  They should have a detailed 

knowledge of the legal, ethical, environmental and cultural implications of the use of these 

technologies and be able to discuss and evaluate systemic solutions having regard to these. 



They should be proficient programmers who can work professionally and design, develop, test, 

evaluate and document a solution to a major task, hence demonstrating a disciplined way of 

working.  

 Year 13 

Students extend their studies from Year 12 so that they are able to apply their theoretical knowledge 

to new and emerging technologies and to complex modern data processing needs, for instance, big 

data. They should be able to suggest/analyse how these technologies can be applied to a range of 

issues, including global issues and fully articulate the implications of such solutions. 

Students should be able to select and apply appropriate programming techniques and paradigms to 

a wide range of complex problems and test and justify their solutions.  They will need to be able to 

solve such complex problems in pressured, time constrained circumstances hence demonstrating a 

robust and disciplined mind-set.   


